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olly Hudson, mortgage advisor at Finance
of America Mortgage in Eagle, has three
promises for her clients: “I promise to
provide fast answers, competitive rates and reliable
loan closings!”
With more than 100 five-star client reviews,
Molly proves she is a person of her word. Clients
describe her as “a joy to work with,” “a rockstar”
who “treated us like family and helped us through
some difficult issues,” and “the best lender I could
have ever asked for.”
A recent homebuyer said: “Long story short,
we started out with a different lender, but then
he referred us to Molly & Molly was able to get
us in, signed, and on track to the same closing
date. I’ve realized that a lot of the “wait” time has
to do with the BUYERS and how quickly YOU
(as a buyer) get documents requested back to your
lender. Molly was super easy, professional, and
quick to work with. She helped purchase our First
home and was able to do it in a VERY timely
manner. I would definitely go through Molly if I
ever needed to again!!”
After studying art at the College of Southern
Idaho, Molly moved to San Diego, where she
worked for a successful property management
company. “I was property manager for 11 HOA
communities, which totaled about 1400 homes.
That’s where my love of real estate started. I soaked up
everything I could and learned from one of the best in
the business. I spent several years learning HOA budget
analysis, onsite property inspections, conducting board
meetings, overseeing new development projects and
whatever else came my way.”

In 2009, Molly returned home to Idaho and began
working in title. A few years later, she was offered a position with a mortgage lender. “I immediately jumped at the
opportunity and have never looked back,” she says.
Molly’s comprehensive industry experience brings
many benefits to her clients. “Knowing multiple sides of a
real estate transaction really helps when I am speaking to
my clients. Buying a home can be so overwhelming, especially to a first-time homebuyer. Being able to provide

insight on each aspect of the transaction really helps my
borrowers feel at ease knowing that I am providing them
with useful knowledge for their homeowner journey.”
Molly enjoys the challenges that come with each unique
loan scenario, and she says she thrives on being creative.
“Sometimes it’s like doing a puzzle with a lot of missing
pieces,” she says. “I am a very good problem solver and
do not stop until I find a solution.”
Her favorite part of her job, however, is changing
people’s lives for the better. “I’m either helping someone
follow their dream of buying a home, or I’m helping them
with financial freedom by paying off debt or providing
funds to make future investments. It’s really rewarding
knowing that I get to help people achieve their goals,
whatever those might be.”

Serving Homebuyers With
A Can-Do Attitude,
Positivit y and Enthusiasm
At Finance of America Mortgage, Molly is supported in
this endeavor by a team that she says “puts their heart and
soul into every loan and does everything to make the client
feel like their top priority. And we have a solid leadership

team that is really committed to helping me grow my
business.” Further, Finance of America Mortgage offers
a broad range of loan products to accommodate all kinds
of borrowers, backed up by its preeminent reputation for
service in the Treasure Valley and nationwide.
Molly has been married to her husband Jeremy
for nearly 13 years and has two children, Mary
(11) and Wyatt (7). “I love spending time with
my family, going camping or anything outdoors. Most weekends in the summer we are off
on an adventure or enjoying our beautiful back
yard with friends and family. I also love a good
nap on the weekend, or any day really.”
Molly also enjoys giving back to her community, and she has been a supporter of
Camp Rainbow Gold for several years. “This
is an amazing non-profit that provides children diagnosed with cancer an unforgettable
experience with week-long oncology summer
camps. I also am a supporter of Hike 2 Heal,
another nonprofit that facilitates various hikes
for cancer survivors and their caregivers. Both
organizations allow cancer survivors an opportunity to share experiences with others on a
similar journey, as well as the added benefit of
being outdoors.”
Molly’s favorite quote is, “Success doesn’t
come to you, you have to work for it.” Her philosophy is reflected in the way that she gives her
all to helping people accomplish their dreams
of home ownership. “My parents have always
been my biggest cheerleaders and told me that I
could be anything I wanted if I put my mind to
it. And my grandpa always told me when I was
little that no one gets anywhere without having
a can-do attitude, positivity and enthusiasm. I
love what I do and try to make the loan process
as easy and fun as possible! I will always go the
extra mile for my clients to ensure they walk
away feeling happy, well taken care of and that
I explained the process from start to finish.”
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